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“Thaddeus has got to have
absolutely the best customer
support in the business.”
— Don E. Weatherly
“I’ve used your company for
purchases, repairs, upgrades,
etc. You guys do a great job.”
— Randy Anderson

We Buy,
Sell, Refurbish,
Upgrade, Repair, and
Accessorize the

HP 200LX

"Thank you, I received my order
today, in great condition! Once
again, you folks at Thaddeus
have proved that you're more
committed to customer service
than others."
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...still the most

—Phillip Isenberg

INSIDE:

We also Buy and Sell HP Jornada 720 & 728 Handheld PCs

Order

HP 200LXs

www.PalmtopPaper.com

Online!

Demand is strong

HP Engineering
+ Thaddeus Computing Quality Control
= A great palmtop for you!
POWERFUL: The HP 200LX runs MS DOS software and
comes with over 16 built-in apps. These include:
Memo Editor
Appointment Book
Phone Book
Pocket Quicken
HP Financial Calculator
Database
Notetaker
MS DOS 5.0
ToDo Manager
2 Games
Lotus 1-2-3
World Time
Data Communications
Macro Manager
Filer
Laplink Remote
Affordable: See pricing. Our refurbished palmtops
are tested, cleaned, warranteed and upgraded.
Mobile: The HP Palmtop fits in your pocket. With instant
on, it can be used anytime, anywhere, and run for weeks on
standard AA batteries.
Easy-to-use: One-button-access to built-in programs (no
installation); simple keystrokes for date, time, cut, copy, paste;
multiple applications can remain open simultaneously; exceptionally stable operating environment.
Top-Quality: Hewlett-Packard quality backed by
Thaddeus Computing warranty.
Practical: Even though HP no longer manufacturers the
HP 200LX, these palmtops remain popular. Their size, built-in
applications, DOS compatibility, and low-power consumption
using 2 AA batteries makes them ideal units for many individuals and companies.
Given the nature of the market, we cannot predict if and
when we have them in stock. To check on availability, go to our
Web site or email us.
Optional Model: The HP95LX was the first MS-DOS
based palmtop PC by HP, introduced in 1991. It has MS-DOS
3.3 in ROM along with PIM applications. Its processor runs at
5.37 MHz.

We buy a lot of used palmtops, but only resell the best. The others we
use to salvage parts for our repair business. We maintain high standards for the used palmtops we resell.

Pricing
HP 200LX
Used
2MB

$299

2MB DoubleSpeed

329

4MB

329

4MB DoubleSpeed

339

HP 95LX
Used

Remember to visit

www.PalmtopPaper.com
for the latest news on
product availability
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1MB

$125

Warranties

“It’s there when I need it.
I’m able to accomplish
real work while sitting
in the yard, down by the
lake, or on trips.”
— Fred Kaufman
“I can compute anywhere,
anytime making it more
usable than a pricey
laptop.”
— Edward A. Caine

FREE 90-Day Warranty
Extend to 1-year

$25

Extend to 2-years

$75

Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879

We’ll Repair or Upgrade
your Palmtop
— FAST!
Give your 200LX a new lease on life!

Jamie Snyder
(front) and
Jon Miller.
Our Tech Crew is
second to none!

Normally, we ship units back within five days of receiving them. So, whatever the problem,
just send the Palmtop in with a description of the problem and payment and we’ll take
care of it. — Only $125 plus shipping, no matter the problem.

We do not repair units which are 100% ruined,
with no salvageable parts.

Free 90-Day Warranty
Extend 90 Days to 1 Year.... $25

Important!
Upgrade and repair erases all data,
so be sure to do a complete back-up before
shipping. Use a trackable method of shipping. Please include daytime contact info in
case we have questions.
Repair customers, be sure to give us a
description of the problem. Upgrade customers, tell us the upgrade you wish.
Non-U.S. customers:
write “Used Equipment For Repair”
on your shipping container.
Ship to: Thaddeus Computing
110 North Court St.
Fairfield, IA 52556

Don’t
trash it.
Repair it!

Repair:
Upgrade....

$125

1MB to 2MB DS:

$89

1 or 2 MB to 4MB DS:

$99

(200LX/1000CX only)

Upgrade to DS only:

$75

If you don’t want DoubleSpeed (DS),
please state that with your order.

Palmtop Shipping & Handling

Tips from our techs:
Backup frequently! When a palmtop freezes
up or the batteries die all information is lost and
cannot be recovered. Plug your palmtop in with
an AC adaptor when changing batteries. If you
do not have an adapter, change the backup battery first and then the two AA batteries.
If your palmtop is dead (even after you change
batteries), it doesn’t mean you need it repaired.
First try a softboot, (CTRL-ALT-DEL). If that
doesn’t work, perform a hard reboot (CTRL-leftSHIFT-ON), and answer N to initialize RAM disk.
This could wipe out all information on the palmtop. If this doesn’t work, take out the two AA
batteries and the backup battery and let it set
for 15 minutes, then insert new batteries and do
another hard reboot. If this fails to bring it back
to life, you will need to send it in for repair.
When installing programs that load their
own config.sys file on a doublespeed palmtop, be sure the config.sys contains the line
DEVICE=C:\SPD31.EXE. Without this line, and
without spd31.exe residing on the C drive, your
screen will appear garbled or right justified.
If your palmtop has gotten wet or been exposed
to moisture, let it dry at least one day before
trying to turn it on.
If you decide to run the tests of your palmtop,
do not run the "Plug-in RAM card" test, it will
corrupt the data on the card.

All Palmtops: $9.50 each U.S.; $35 each Non-U.S.
Normally we ship units back within five working days of receiving
them. One-Day Turnaround Service is available for U.S. customers
for $55. We cannot guarantee delivery time outside the U.S. (normally 1 - 2 weeks). Use a trackable method of shipping when sending Palmtops in for repair or upgrade. Include daytime contact info.
Please provide street address for shipping palmtop back.

ALL PALMTOPS SENT FROM OUTSIDE THE U.S.

“Sent my HP 200LX in for repair and upgrade.
boy! you people at thaddeus are the greatest.
Can’t get better service anywhere!” — Bob Elliott, Jr.
“ Absolutely first class service. I’ve never dealt with
a better company! — Tony Hutchins

for repair or upgrade must say “Used Equipment for Repair”
on the package.

“ Thanks for providing such outstanding service to
the HPLX community.” — Brian McIlvaine

Palmtop Warranty Information

“Do not hesitate--send it in now!” After Thaddeus
repairs your machine, it will be like getting a
new toy! Same for a double speed upgrade and
Software Carousel.” — George Coleman

Repaired, Upgraded and Used Palmtops come with a Free 90-Day
Warranty. You may extend this free warranty to one year for $25.
Extensions must be made at the time of purchase or repair.

Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879
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palmtop essentials
Palmtop
Essentials
Software
SoftwareCarousel
carousel

CD InfoBase
cD
infoBase
the
Ultimate
The Ultimate
Palmtop
Product
Palmtop Product
See
14-15
See PAGeS
Pages 10-11

12Palmtops
Palmtops
12
in 1
in 1
See
Pages 8-9

The HP Palmtop Paper's

See PAGeS 12-13

cD infoBase

Windows-like
Flexibility!

THE

HP Palmtop
Paper

TO INSTALL:
Run INSTALL.EXE
while in Windows

connectivity Pack
Pack (Used)
HP Connectivity

This pack contains the desktop
HPsoftware,
200LX serial cable,
PC
Connectivity
Pack to
$69.95
adapters,
and manual
connect with your palmtop.

HP 100/200LX
100/200LXAC
AcAdapter
Adapter(Used)
HP
It’s a good idea to have several
adapters. One for the office, one
It's the
a good
ideaand
to have
for
road,
oneseveral
at home.

HP 200LX Connectivity Adapters
(4-pack)
$30.00
HP
200lX
Connectivity Pack
$69.95
HP 200LX Connectivity
Software
Manual
$25.00
HP
200lXand
Connectivity
Adapters
(4Pack)
$30.00
HP 95LX Connectivity

adapters —one for the office,
one for the road and one at home.

Software and Manual
$25.00
HP 200lX Connectivity
software & Manual
$25.00
This pack contains the desktop PC software, serial cable, adapters, and manual to connect
Connectivity
with your palmtop. May not work with Windows XPHP
and95lX
does not
work with Vista.

software & Manual

$25.00

HP
HP 100/200lX
100/200LXAdapter
Adapter(new)
HP
100/200lX
Adapter
(Used)
HP 95LX Adapter
HP 95lX Adapter (Used)

connectivity Cable
cable (New)
HP Connectivity
HP’s DOS compatible cable to conHP's DOS-compatible
cable to
nect
your HP 100/200LX
toconnect
your
your HP 100/200LX
to your desktop PC.
desktop
PC.

$49.95
$34.95
$34.95
19.95
$19.95

one-outlet AC
AcAdapter
Adapter(Used)
One-outlet
AC Adapter takes up only only one
outlet space. Supports both 110V
AC Adapter
and
240V. takes up only one outlet space.
Supports both 110V and 240V.

HP Connectivity Cable
Cable(new)

$39.95
$39.95

HP Connectivity Cable (Used)

$24.95

$34.95
$34.95

10 mb Storage card

1650 MaH
maH Rechargeble
RechargeableBatteries
Batteries(Used)
1500
Recommended for all palmtops.
Recommended
palmtops.
and
Far
and awayfor
theallbest
we’veFarever
away
the
best
we've
ever
used.
They
used. They recharge inside your
recharge inside your palmtop (with HP AC
palmtop (with HP AC adapter) so
adapter) so you don't need to remove and
you
don’t
need
to remove and
replace
them
for charging.
replace them for charging.

4-Pack
NiMH rechargeable
RechargeableBatteries
Batteries
4-Pack niMH

one-outlet
One-outlet AC
AC Adapter
Adapter

$20.00
$24.00

10 MB, Compaq labeled, SanDisk
Remember to
visit
manufactured PC Cards perfect

www.PalmtopPaper.com
for the latest news on
product availability
for backup and for running
applications.

10MB type ii Flash Card
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email:
Order Online: www.PalmtopPaper.com
Orderorders@thaddeus.com
Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330,
fax 641-472-1879

$29.95
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Palmtop Essentials
Accessories
Keyboard Cover (New)

Greenwich Serial/Parallel Printer Cable (New)
Clear, flexible, plastic
keyboard cover for your
palmtop.

Great for printing MEMO,
1-2-3, Phone, and other
built-ins or your favorite DOS
program directly from your
palmtop to a printer.

HP 200LX Keyboard Cover
$14.95

Greenwich Serial/Parallel Printer Cable

$89.95

Greenwich Battery Powered Data Converter (Used)
Entelechy Environmental Case (New)
9-Volt battery powered serial
to parallel data converter to be
used with a connectivity cable.
Greenwich Data Converter
$19.95

The original Entelechy environmental
cases are no longer being manufactured
but we do have a limited supply of new
ones in stock.
Entelechy Environmental Case

$250.00

PC Storage Card

I/O PC Cards

We have an assortment of
PC storage cards from various manufacturers in various memory sizes.

Megahertz 14.4 Fax/Modem w/X-Jack (Used)
$29.95

Email palmtop@thaddeus.com for sizes and prices.

SanDisk CF Storage Cards with Type II Adapter
Great for printing MEMO, 1-2-3,
Phone, and other built-ins or your
favorite DOS program directly
from your palmtop to a printer.

Creative-Labs Modem Blaster (Used)
14,400 BPS Data/Fax Modem

$19.95

30-Day
Money-Back
Guarantee
Order with complete confidence! You may return any product
within 30 days for a full refund of the purchase price!

PC Storage Cards
From HP, ACE, MagicRAM and others we have used PC storage cards
to fit your needs. They are priced
from $14.95 and up depending on
type, size, etc.

“The Palmtop really is more like a Swiss Army knife
than anything else. You can depend on it to help you
out of a hairy situation.” — Richard Liu

Save on Shipping • Save on Shipping • Save on Shipping • Save on Shipping
Whatever quantity or variety of products you order, you pay only one low shipping price! $5 U.S./$12 Non-U.S. Palmtops not included

Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879
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Great Software for Your Palmtop!
Personal Food Analyst
Your Palmtop can help you lose weight, eat
healthier, and increase your energy level!
1. Monitors and analyzes your food intake for
calories, cholesterol, fats, proteins, carbohydrates, salts – for a total of 27 nutrients
2. Shows you how much you should be eating based on your weight goals, gender, and
physical activity level

3. Built-in database of over 4000 foods used by USDA, hospitals, and universities
PFA is easy to use professional nutritional software designed for the Palmtop

Electronic Dictionary
and Thesaurus
190,000 Definitions

&

270,000 Word Thesaurus

It’s great having the official Collins English Dictionary (third edition updated) and
Collins Thesaurus at your fingertips. The minimal typing feature scrolls through the
wordlist as you type each letter. Because it’s electronic you can find words in ways not
possible with books. Besides being incredibly useful, an electronic dictionary is a fun
way to learn about word origins and increase your vocabulary.

Dictionary

Personal Food Analyst comes on a ROM card. It was designed for use on the HP 95LX
and originally retailed for $149 and later $89. The easy-to-use program works well on
the 100LX and 200LX. The program can be run from the ROM card. Alternatively, the
program can be copied to and run from the C drive or another flash card.

From The HP Palmtop Paper…
“It’s incredible what I thought was low fat until I entered it into PFA! ... It’s
also great for frequent travelers since it has many common
restaurant items in its food database.”

Personal Food Analyst...........................................................$11.97

190,000 definitions. 16,000 encyclopedic entries. You’ll find pronunciation, etymology, hyphenation points, antonyms,
examples of words in use, in-depth information on how to use words appropriately. Dictionary entries include cities in
Japan, rivers in Germany, business words, government terms, names, places, dates.

Thesaurus

More Satisfied Palmtop Customers!
“The Palmtop really is more like a Swiss Army
knife than anything else. You can depend on it to
help you out of a hairy situation.” — Richard Liu
“Wow, is that thing fast! I highly recommend
Thaddeus Palmtops for anyone thinking of
upgrading” — Robert J. Vondra
“Take heart! The speed upgrade is as nearly
bullet proof as anything I have ever used. I have
NEVER had a problem related to speed change.”
— Lynn M. Cavendish
“I got my upgraded LX Monday (earlier than I
expected) and the difference is AMAZING. Please
thank all who had a hand in the transformation and thanks so much for the fixes above and
beyond the memory upgrade. Needless to say you
have my business for life”
— Paul Yarnell

270,000 synonym Thesaurus grouped by parts of speech, or meaning, and directly linked to dictionary. You can look
up words which appear within the dictionary or thesaurus definition. In this example, we look up "rococo" by moving
the cursor and pressing F2 for dictionary definition or F3 for the thesaurus entry.

Search

Definitions let us search the dictionary for all occurences of a word in the dictionary, in this case "mathematics".
Although a bit slow on the Palmtop, you can also do boolean searches such as (french AND composer). Wildcard
lets you search for the word. For example: l??a (you remember the “l” and “a” is four letter word for Italian currency),
*ntr* (all words containing “ntr”). Scrabble players and word puzzlers will appreciate the anagram feature. In addition, a history of words looked up in a session is easily accessible for backtracking.

“I’m a translator. I strongly recommend these Harper Collins products to anyone in the
market for good Palmtop dictionaries.”

—Tony D. Guzewicz

“I love them. Nothing like being able to get a definition or confirm the spelling no matter
where I am.” —S. Todd

Collins English Dictionary & Thesaurus on 10MB Card
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Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879

$55.97

Great Software for Your Palmtop!
Multilingual Dictionary
Quick & accurate translations anytime!
German • French • Spanish • Italian

WWW/LX PLUS!

Now it's
FREE!

Email/Web Browser
Total Internet Solution in your Pocket!
Created for Palmtops!

English to and from Spanish, French, German or Italian: Install any or all
of the eight dictionaries onto your Palmtop. One dictionary takes about
800K; all eight take less than 6 megabytes. Each dictionary pair contains
over 75,000 references and 110,000 translations.

Surf the web
and view
graphics

Quick/Accurate Translations!

Near matching: Looks up the closest spelling of the word
Meanings: Signposted for accurate translation
Minimal typing: Scrolls through the wordlist as you type each letter
Wildcard search: * and ? finds words when you don’t know the spelling
Easy switching: Between all dictionaries
History: Displays recent lookups

Send, receive
and manage
email

Powerful Email Package:
WWW/LX PLUS! is a Palmtop email package:
• Send and receive messages
• Manage all messages on screen
• Have multiple email addresses
• Have multiple ISPs
• Read and post to newsgroups
• Sophisticated message filtering
• Extensive context-sensitive help

Graphical Web Browser:
Word List feature means little typing. Type a few letters and select. Meaning chart and phrases let you
choose correct word. Switch between dictionaries at any time.
“I used a couple of translation products on my 200LX. S100 I still like best. You can install
it on the desktop as a Windows product and you can install it as a DOS version. It is easy
to use. I run one Software Carousel session with S100, so it is always available. You should
try it, it is worthwhile.”
—Helmuth Guenther
“Absolutely awesome. I use the Spanish to English and English to Spanish constantly.
Highest recommendation.”
—Patrick Campbell

How to Order

Collins Series 100 Multilingual Dictionary on 10MB Card

Remember to visit

www.PalmtopPaper.com
for the latest news on
product availability

$55.97

WWW/LX PLUS! allows web surfing, complete with graphics!
(See the Alta Vista screen shot above). Surf the Internet and intranets. Download software directly into your Palmtop.

Make the connection with ease!
A "TCP/IP Engine" manages all the aspects of connection to the
Internet and your ISP (Internet Service Provider).
“Absolutely recommended!” –Steffen Demuth
“I am amazed at how functional WWW/LX is! I can actually get
onto the Internet and extract data I need. Wonderful, useful,
functional program. Amazing!” –Ed Morgan
“What an absolutely superb program! Thanks for a really great
piece of work. I really think all Palmtop users should go for this
product. I really like how it runs from the Sys Mgr.”
–Wade Robert
Requires 450K storage space on 100LX, 200LX.
Please Note: We cannot install WWW/LX for you.

WWW/LX PLUS! Internet Software....................Freeware
To download, go to: www.dasoft.com

Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879
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Great Used
Software
Delivered on 3.5" floppy Disks with manuals

ABC/LX Battery Monitoring Software

Hassle-free software that accurately monitors your rechargeable batteries and optimizes the fast-charge/trickle-charge
functions to maximize battery life and performance.  FREE

ACE

FAX

A small DOS fax program for the HP 100/200LX palmtop.
Designed to give you basic ASCII facsimile transmission
ability, along with fax reception of text, graphics, proportional fonts, photos and drawings. Takes only 200k for a full
installation. 
$14.95

Software Carousel

Now you can switch between PHONE, your favorite game, and a dictionary as easily as you switch
between MEMO and APPT! Your Palmtop can be...

Like 12 Palmtops in 1

AppMAN

A DOS Application Runtime Manager to enhance your ability
to run DOS programs from the built-in Application Manager
provided with your palmtop. Designed to increase the capabilities of Application Manager in its afunction of launching
DOS programs. 
$14.95

BATTman Software

A DOS Terminate-and-Stay-Resident (TSR) program that
is automatically launched when it is installed in your
AUTOEXEC>BAT file. It monitors all of the batteries in your
100/200LX and provided safe power management by utilizing
a specific algorithm tailored to the type of batteries you are
using. Supports Alkaline and Lithium replaceable batteries
and Nickel-Cadmium and Nickel-Metal-Hydride Rechargeable batteries. 
$14.95

Windows-like
Flexibility!

MAGNIFY!

A DOS Terminate-and-Stay-Resident (TSR) program that is
designed to operate when the 100/200LX is in 640*200 graphics mode, typically when the built-in applications area active.
Using its hot-key (Fn+1 by default) a window pops-up which
magnifies the dots or ìpixelsî underneath it by 1, 2, 3, or 4 times.
When the window is closed it remembers the size and position of the “lens” and associates it with the current screen.

$14.95

myREMOTE

A program to turn your palmtop into a universal remote control for TVs, VCRs and other devices that use an infrared
remote control. It must be ìtrainedî for each device and is
not guaranteed to work with all equipment. 
$14.95

Palm Connect Software

Provides an automated file management, back-up and synchronization system for the data files you create on your
palmtop. Features include: Revolutionary HotSync! between
your palmtop and desktop PC; Record-level synchronization of Phone Book, Appointment Book, and Note Taker files
between your palmtop and desktop PC; Automatic file restoration; File management so you an easily move and copy
files between your palmtop and desktop PC; Easy data entry
by using the full-sized keyboard of your desktop PC to enter
data used by the Phone Book, Appointment Book, and Note
Taker applications. 
$14.95

SWITCH!

A multi-purpose program to increase the utility of your palmtop. In comes in two parts: SWITCH!.COM which is used to
launch the System Manager built-in applications (MEMO,
PHONE, etc) and SWITCH! Environment that allows DOS
applications that are SWITCHable to be task-switched with
the built-in ones. The second part is SWITCH!EXM which
is the Menu/Control Panel program that gives you complete
control of your palmtop. 
$14.95
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S

oftware Carousel is a must for your palmtop if you run DOS programs or if you
have ever run out of memory because of large 1-2-3 or database file! Use Software Carousel to create up to 12 palmtop sessions. Have one devoted to a large 1-2-3
file, others to your favorite DOS programs, and another to built-in applications (where
you can open a second 1-2-3 file). Switch between session by pressing the application
key or hitting the Ctrl key and the number of the session.

Great with DoubleSpeeds using a Flash Card!
Software Carousel (and especially SUPER Software Carousel!) unleashes the full
potential of your Palmtop. Works with Flash card memory. And, of course, we offer a
30-Day Money-Back Guarantee so you can find out for yourself.
You’ll need at least 1MB of flash or C drive space on 100LX, 200LX or 1000CX.

Software Carousel on 4 MB Flash Card........................................$47.97

“Everybody should consider getting this
‘cannot live without it’ piece of software.
Its value in terms of $ is just the price of a
palmtop multiplied with the number of SC
sessions you want to run. I have 10 sessions
running, It's really that simple: SC just
offers you up to 12 virtual palmtops in one
physical. SC is the most important piece of
software running on my LX!”
—Stefan Peichl

Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879

“I’m sorry I hadn’t bought
it years ago. It should be
standard issue for every
palmtop you sell!”
—Larry Feldman
“Absolutely fabulous.
Quick, everybody run
out and buy Software
Carousel!”
—Larry Nielsen

Super Software Carousel
Like fast task-switching? Built-In Apps?

How About 40 More!

Easy to learn, easy to use! Pre-configured with the very best freeware and shareware
Games, Utilities & Applications available for your Palmtop!

Just like Built-In Apps!

What makes Super Software Carousel Super?

Software Carousel Session 1 - Normal Palmtop built-in apps

It begins with Software Carousel.
But we’ve done all the work and provided the BEST available freeware and shareware in one pre-configured package! All easy-to-use
programs that will tremendously expand your palmtopping power.
Suddenly your palmtop is loaded with all the best freely
available software!
Suddenly you have so many new Games, Programs and
Utilities that it will take you months just to explore it all!
Suddenly you can do all the things you always wished you
could, from spellchecking to hypertext viewing to playing
chess. And far more!
And it’s just the beginning! You can add all the programs to Software Carousel that your palmtop’s memory will bear. (You can
delete programs too, if you like.)
It’s a quantum leap in HP Palmtop computing, and adds whole new
dimensions to having a PC in your Pocket!

Software Carousel Session 2 - Applications: Ready to go immediately!

Installation: Fast and Painless!
If you’d like, you may send your palmtop in to Thaddeus to have
SSC installed free (normal shipping applies.) The palmtop must
have 8 MB or more memory with at least 5 MB free.
Everyone who orders Super Software Carousel will receive the CD
and complete documentation.

Software Carousel Session 3 - Games: Years of challenging fun!

Super Software Carousel on Flash

PLUS:
Clock and
Palmtop Zoomer

We’ll Install IT!
Insert PC Card containing Super Software Carousel in Palmtop.
Reboot. You have forty new applications and games ready to go.

Super Software Carousel
Super Software Carousel on Flash Card

Before

$89.97
$99.97

After

Zoom blows up any phone book, appointment book, or database item.

Order
www.PalmtopPaper.com

Online!
Super Software Carousel is fantastic … NOT some loosely cobbled
together set of ideas. You folks did the work, research, etc. and
integrated a LOT of things that I never would have taken the time
to figure out and do; then made it pretty darn easy to install.
That’s my long version of: “THANK YOU!!! Worth Every Cent!”
[and, yes, you can quote me] —Timothy Raymond

I Want
Your Palmtop!
HP 200LX ´ 100LX ´ 1000CX

We’ll pay cash for 1 or 1000
In working condition or not

Contact Wayne Kneeskern at Thaddeus Computing, Inc.
110 North Court, Fairfield, Iowa 52556 USA
E-mail: wayne@thaddeus.com www.palmtoppaper.com
Phone: 800-373-6114 or 641-472-6330

Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879
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The Ultimate Palmtop

The Ultimate Palmtop Knowledge Product!

The HP Palmtop Paper CD InfoBase is really
The HP Palmtop
Paper
CD
InfoBase
3 GREAT products in 1. . .
The HP Palmtop Paper's

cD infoBase

1800

Project gutenberg
e-Text Files

THE

HP Palmtop
Paper

cD
infoBase
Bonus

Comprehensive tech support
Comprehensive tech
knowledge base for end users
support knowledge base
and programmers, searchable
for users and programmers,
in
seconds!
searchable in seconds!
1st-time Buyer CD infoBase...........................................$59.97

TO INSTALL:

CD InfoBase.....................................
$59.97
UPgrADE
from '96/'97/'98/'99 CD infoBase ................$35.97

Run INSTALL.EXE
while in Windows

Knowledge
1. Great knoWLeDGe
HP
100/200LX Developer's
hp 100/200LX
Developer’s Guide
Guide

55
Back Issues
Fifty-five
backof the
HP Palmtop Paper

The
Package
includesincludes
everythingeverything
you need to write
TheDeveloper's
Developer’s
Package
yousoftware,
hardware,
or simply
understand
the inner
needdesign
to write
software,
design
hardware,
or workings
simply of
understand
workings
of the
the
HP Palmtop,the
in ainner
searchable
knowledge
base.HP
2ndPalmtop.
copy in HTML
in easy
a searchable
base. 2nd copy in HTML
for
accessibilityknowledge
on your Palmtop.
for easy accessibility on your Palmtop.

All issues from 1991-1999 in a searchable
knowledge base. 2nd copy in HTML for
All issueson
from
1991-1999 in a
accessibility
Palmtop.
searchable knowledge base.
2nd copy in HTML for easy
accessibility on Palmtop.

issues of the
hp palmtop paper

for
and Enthusiasts
Enthusiasts
for Developers
Developers and

MicroRef
Quickreference
Reference
Microref Quick
Lotus
DOS 55 Guides
Guides
Lotus 1-2-3 & Dos

PC In
pC
in Your
YourPocket
pocket

User Guides
User
Guides

Replace a lost
manual
or buy
Replace
a lost
manual
or
buy aone
second
one
a second
for reference
for
reference
home
at home
or at theat
office.
or at the ofﬁce.

Idea
gift!
Idealfor
forUsers...Great
users...Great gift!

The
Package
everything you
Get Developer's
the DOS and
Lotusincludes
Answers
need
to write– software,
hardware, or simply
You Need
Fast anddesign
Easy!
Locate subjects
understand
the innerfast.
workings of the HP Palmtop, in
examplesbase.
and2nd
illustrations.
aNumerous
searchable knowledge
copy in HTML for
easy accessibility on your Palmtop.

Ed Keefe's
classic
200LX200LX
Bible inBible
HTML.in HTML
Ed
Keefe’s
classic
A readable, practical book about the HP Palmtop, filled with hunA readable, practical book about the HP Palmtop,
dreds of
real-life
examplesofofreal-life
its features
and capabilities.
Includes
ﬁlled
with
hundreds
examples
of its feadisk containing
most of the software
mentioned
in the book.most
tures
and capabilities.
Includes
disk containing
of the software mentioned in the book.

proDUCts aLso avaiLaBLe separateLY

www.palmtoppaper.com
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HP 95lX (Used)............$15.00
HP 100lX (Used)..........$15.00
HP 200lX (Used)..........$15.00

$19.95

‰
‰
‰
‰

$79.00

‰
‰
‰
‰

2.
Great
Books
3.
Great
Software
User
Guides
hp 100/200LX
pC in Your
Developer’s Guide
See Nextpocket
Page!

 8+ years of HP Palmtop Paper, searchable
 New HP Palmtop content regularly posted
 Ultimate Palmtop Store: order anything
from this catalog online
 Search the most complete library of
HP Palmtop software downloads
 Signup for FREE 200LX tips email newsletter

Mail/FaxOrder
enclosed
Orderor
Form
Call: 800-373-6114/641-472-6330
Fax: 641-472-1879
Online
callor800-373-6114/641-472-6330,
fax 641-472-1879

The Ultimate Palmtop Knowledge Product!

CD InfoBase...3 GREAT products in 1!
2. Great Books

Over 1800 Gutenberg e-text Classics and historical documents to read on your
Palmtop using Memo or vertical reading software. Here are just a few:

Shakespeare's
Sonnets

Don Quixote,
Miguel de Cervantes

Robinson Crusoe,
Daniel Defoe

Flatland,
Edwin A. Abbott

The Time Machine,
H.G. Wells

United States
Presidents' Inaugural
Speeches

Wizard of Oz,
(+other Oz books)
L. Frank Baum

Kidnapped,
Robert Louis
Stevenson

The Insidious Dr. Fu
Manchu, Sax Rohmer

Aesop's Fables

Decline/Fall Of The
Roman Empire

The Mysterious
Affair at Styles,
Agatha Christie

The Souls of
Black Folk,
W.E.B. DuBois

Gulliver's Travels,
Jonathan Swift

Myths and Legends
of the Sioux

Edison, His Life
and Inventions

The United States
Copyright Act of 1976

U.S. Census Figures
Back To 1630

David Copperfield,
Charles Dickens

The Call of the Wild,
Jack London

Sinking of the Titanic

The Constitution
of Japan

Walden,
Henry David Thoreau

Poems of
William Blake

Uncle Tom's Cabin,
Harriet Beecher Stowe

The Art of War,
Sun Tzu
The Number "e"
["Natural Log" to
1 million places]

The Raven,
Edgar Allan Poe

3. Great software
Here is just a small sample:
Commercial DOS Software FREE:
Lotus Agenda, WordPerfect’s DataPerfect, Button’s PC File, Free form Square Notes, Account
Pro, Lotus Magellan, ThinkTank Outliner, MS
Word 5.5, Computer Language Compilers,
More…
GAMES: Chess, Go, Hearts, Bridge, Freecell,
Dominoes, Tetris, Backgammon, Mah Jongg
Solitaire, Battleship, Mastermind, Video Poker,
Klondike, Blackjack, Checkers, Pac-Man, Solitaire,
Boggle, Adventure Games, Reversi

The Autobiography
of Ben Franklin
Tom Sawyer Detective,
Mark Twain
Son of Tarzan,
Edgar Rice Burroughs
NAFTA, Treaty,
Annexes, Tariffs
The First 100,000
Prime Numbers
Hackers' Dictionary of
Computer Jargon

Martin Luther
Jack London
Plato

Through the Looking
Glass, Lewis Carroll

MUCH More!

Bible,
King James Version
Constitution of
The United States
Complete Plays of
Gilbert and Sullivan
25 Shakespeare plays
Origin of the Species,
Charles Darwin
I Have a Dream,
ML King

Over 1,500 Terrific free and shareware applications, utilities and games.
Decompressed and ready for your Palmtop.

UTILITIES: View Word97 docs, large screen APPLICATIONS: Web file (HTML) viewer, powwatch/timer, 2 speed-up phone/database proerful editor/speller, communications software,
grams, DOS App-manager-like file launcher, batch
Internet browser, vertical reader for books and
file extender, database/phone corruption repairer,
documents, fax software, tarot, astrology, all-incomputations within d a t a b a s e ,
one (phone, notetaker, appointment
phone/database input/output
book, word processor) PIM softPLUS: Data-compatible
translators, Lotus solver DOS
ware, paintbrush software, project
Windows version of PHONE,
extended help databases,
manager, Bible software, 20+
APPOINTMENT BOOK, and HPCALC,
help files for physicians, spellArtificial Intelligence software,
and a complete, comprehensive,
checker, 200Buddy, thesau50+ Math programs, ProgramLotus Tutorial
rus, more readable Palmtop
ming languages.
font, MEMO-to-HTML converter,
…and MUCH MUCH MORE
map-viewer, Newton keyboard driver, magnify phone/appt book

Products Also Available Separately
Micro Ref Quick Reference
Lotus 1-2-3 & DOS 5 Guides
Each......................................................$14.95
Both......................................................$25.00

HP 100/200LX
Developer's Guide

User Guides (used)
HP 95LX, 100LX or 200LX

PC In Your Pocket

$15

$19.95

$79

Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879
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6 Reasons to Visit Often

1. Check on availability and order any product in this catalog.
2. Learn about "specials" and other palmtop products not listed in this catalog.
3. Sign up for our free HP Palmtop email that will provide
tips and keep you updated on our latest offerings.

4. Directly link into the S.U.P.E.R. download depository of over
1000 pieces of great palmtop software, most of which is free.

5. Sign up to the active HP Palmtop mailing list discussion group—
a great place to get your questions answered and share your insights.
6. Browse through or conduct a search through all HP Palmtop Papers published
from 1991-2000! There you’ll find 100’s of great articles, tips, how-to’s, and
reviews to increase your palmtop pleasure.
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Order Online or call 800-373-6114/641-472-6330, fax 641-472-1879

UsedHandhelds.com
We Buy and Sell in Volume
Pocket PCs
HP Jornada 720/728s
NEC MobilePro 900/900Cs
Contact: wayne@usedhandhelds.com

Smartphone & Pocket PC magazine
Subscribe and get VIP Access
+ Free Bonuses!
How-to Guide

120 pages of detailed
info on every aspect
of Windows Mobile
devices.

Sent FREE to all subscribers!

2 Special Reports:

• Best Software Awards
• 101 Best Tips

6 Issues

including Buyer's Guide

To get instant VIP Access...

Subscribe online: www.Smartphonemag.com/subscribe or call 800-373-6114

I Want Your Palmtop
HP 200LX • 100LX • 1000CX
We’ll pay cash for 1 or 1000,
in working condition or not.
Contact Wayne at Thaddeus Computing
110 North Court, Fairfield, Iowa 52556 USA
E-mail: wayne@thaddeus.com www.palmtoppaper.com
Phone: 800-373-6114 or 641-472-6330

